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 Hello and best regards for all the minds that have spent time on this topic. I will start with the
Einstein/ Oppenheimer debate of every topic that seems never to agree upon but one thing
they did say was the split of atoms is not a good idea. An so yes i feel that any and all
movement placement or bringing what nature has dispersed as aboutly  posible to keep such
great obvious potential to be at rest is the best rulee of thumb once we have tred so far upon to
unleashing this force to be dwestruction of life in any form. lets all say science must in
agrievence of all such practices which change a settled composition to at calmness for the
wellness of the whole matter which we are made be the best fit for outcome of life has taken
what can believe to be billions of years radiating culminating to such that a x factor that being
aware and consciousness must find awaringly toxic then what are to just trust and garner the
rela reactor that produces 1000 thousand safe watts per square meter upon the surface of the
everyday its ihabinatants not only to just gather a non harmful elment  phot voltaic crrystals
what i willnot do is disrespect and abuse the erth with atomic materthat is can be brought
togther by one intelligience and be so harmful that same inteeligiience will wste time and
energy to keep from being harmful a bunch more toxic syntheyteic substance thtwill only
degrade beyond the purpose forwhich itis being to produce les than the energy shinning down
upon our iteklligents heads well and harm fre watts of energy to simple place a form
eatrh born crystalization a perfect machine that merely placed within the biggesst nuclear
reactor our sun is the pro generatorof all matter that give fuel substance life and this tampering
with what  bores religoiusly like the elemental 1 to 2 and so on the the atomic scale unfolds as
oif we need such energy when 80% of the 20% need to be perfect thier reactor within which
produce heat for our warmth imagination to entain the ability to be a steward an only purpose
is to greee and allow fairness between allprocreated to symbiotic relationships its the
understanding  weighs the manufacturing a synthetic to what creratre a sensre of purchase
when for a million years its was only the need to huddle togetherkeeping eachother from love
and comfort that reactor the heart within pumping til the dawn awaken us with its warmth the
rays of atomic death if were not for mother earth intelligence.  esteem colleuges it is but now
become a waste upon my time on eenrgy of obvious answer is to stop drop cover really put the
stuff back whwere it needs to be gerat idea but we have a better solution than building
monstorus contanments and containment handling equiment facility containmeng for whtat or
power up micro toxic wave some dodger dogs
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 so i can watch tv  when all the while the reactor that gave the light of day to think blindly is
just  turn the diablo canyon off its was some kinda bad idea to be just left alone nuclear
reaction kills life radiations kills life so stop with the killing of things to believe your helping
life with a dangerous once it goes wrong you got nothing but bad so bye for now i'm done ever
talking about diablo canyon type of power solutions . with great hope yours truly the
Electrician CRM II
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